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All-solid-state batteries are considered as an enabler for
applications requiring high energy and power density. However,
they still fall short of their theoretical potential due to various
limitations. One issue is poor charge transport kinetics resulting
from both material inherit limitations and non-optimized
design. Therefore, a better understanding of the relevant
properties of the cathode microstructure is necessary to
improve cell performance. In this article, we identify optimiza-
tion potentials of the composite cathode by structure-resolved

electrochemical 3D-simulations. In our simulation study, we
investigate the influence of cathode active material fraction,
density, particle size, and active material properties on cell
performance. Special focus is set on the impact of grain
boundaries on the cathode design. Based on our simulation
results, we can predict target values for cell manufacturing and
reveal promising optimization strategies for an improved
cathode design.

Introduction

Batteries play a crucial role in the transition to renewable
energy systems, particularly in the electrification of trans-

portation and the growing sector coupling.[1] Li-ion batteries are
the primary choice for electric vehicles as they offer a cost-
effective energy storage solution with high energy and power
density.[2] In recent years, large-scale production of lithium-ion
batteries has significantly increased and prices are approaching
150 $/kWh.[3] Despite these advances, conventional Li-ion bat-
teries are reaching their technological limits.[4] This leads to the
development of new battery types among which all-solid-state
batteries (ASSBs) are considered especially interesting for
automotive applications. ASSBs use solid electrolytes (SEs),
which have the potential to enable the use of Li metal at the
negative electrode, resulting in a significant increase in energy
density.[5–7] Additionally, the unique properties of SEs can
improve battery safety and rate capability.[8] Four main classes
of SEs are generally distinguished: polymers, sulfides, oxides
and halides.[9–11] Among the different types of SEs, the ceramic
garnet-type electrolyte Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) stands out due to its
wide electrochemical stability window, reasonable ionic con-
ductivity, and good thermal stability.[12] However, the manufac-
turing of dense pellets typically includes a high-temperature
sintering step, which increases production costs and can cause
detrimental side reactions and secondary phases in contact
with the cathode active material (CAM).[13–17] Moreover, the
effect of grain boundaries is most prominent in LLZO and can
reduce the Li-ion conductivity significantly.[18]

A key component of an ASSB is the composite cathode, that
determines both the achievable energy and power density. To
improve storage capacity and energy density, the amount of
CAM in the battery must be maximized. At the same time, to
achieve practical current and power densities, the cathode
design should offer a large surface area and short transport
pathways.[17] These requirements are typically met in a 3D
network of SE and CAM particles. Ideally, both materials form a
percolating network that enables efficient charge transport of
both ions in the SE phase and electrons in the CAM phase. In a
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conventional Li-ion battery, liquid electrolyte infiltrates the
porous CAM structure, naturally forming the required 3D
network. However, in case of an ASSB, SE and CAM particles
must be mixed and densified. Any significant remaining pores
in the structure negatively impact battery performance by
blocking transport pathways and reducing the surface area for
charge transfer. Besides, composite cathodes in ASSBs feature a
high number of solid-solid interfaces that pose an additional
barrier for charge transfer.[19] Structure formation and cell
performance are significantly influenced by the electrode
composition and particle sizes of both SE and CAM. Therefore,
the microstructure of the composite cathode and the corre-
sponding processing require careful optimization.[17,20,21] In
addition, the cathode is prone to electrochemical and mechan-
ical degradation during cell manufacturing and operation.
These can lead to the formation of secondary phases and voids,
which impede charge transfer and significantly limit cell
performance.[17,21]

Recent research has focused on the optimization of the
composite cathode. Both experimental and theoretical groups
studied various aspects of electrode design.[17,22–37] It has been
shown that increasing the CAM fraction causes lower effective
ionic conductivity as a result of a higher tortuosity in the
electrolyte phase. Similarly, a decreasing CAM fraction leads to
lower effective electronic conductivity of the CAM network.[22–28]

The choice of SE and CAM particle size is complex, as the
optimum SE particle size depends on the size of the contained
CAM particles and vice versa. Generally, SE particles should be
smaller than CAM particles to ensure good SE/CAM contact.[24,29]

Small SE particles contribute to good ionic percolation,
homogeneous material distribution, and low tortuosity in the
electrolyte phase.[22] However, grain boundaries increase the
charge transfer resistance reducing the effective conductivity of
the electrolyte.[19,29,38,39] A tailored particle size can help to
reduce the residual porosity in the composite cathode and,
thus, increase the cell performance.[23,37] With regard to the
active material, the particle size influences the formation of a
percolation network as well as the mean diffusion length in the
CAM.[21,30]

To reduce experimental effort, microstructure-resolved sim-
ulations can be an effective tool for optimization of the
composite cathode microstructure.[31–36,38] Bielefeld et al. inves-
tigated the effect of the structural properties of the composite
cathode on the cell performance for the material system
LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 (NMC811)/Li6PS5Cl.

[35,36] GB effects in the SE
are generally expected to be minor in Li6PS5Cl and were,
consequently, neglected in this study.[36] Finsterbusch et al.
used a FIB-SEM reconstruction of a LiCoO2 (LCO)/LLZO cathode
as basis for structure-resolved simulations. In their study, the
cathode structure was altered to investigate the influence of
pore space and cathode thickness..[31] The SE was treated as
homogeneous phase not resolving individual GBs. In 2021,
Neumann et al. introduced a new model to describe the charge
transfer resistance at grain boundaries, modeling a trilayer
concept for an ASSB with LLZO electrolyte.[38,40,41] This model
allows for efficient simulation of grain boundary resistances
without spatially resolving them explicitly.

In this study, we present electrochemical structure-resolved
simulations of LLZO-based cells with composite cathodes. Our
virtual microstructures resemble 3D reconstructions of LCO/
LLZO cathodes produced in a sintering step. In our simulations
we specifically take into account the effect of grain boundaries
in the SE. This approach allows for the first time to consistently
consider the effect of different SE and CAM particle size in the
optimization of the composite microstructure. In the first part of
this article, we present the corresponding structure generation
and simulation methods. Next, we identify limiting factors for
electrochemical performance considering the CAM fraction
(Influence of the CAM fraction), density (Influence of the density
after sintering), and particle sizes (Influence of the SE and CAM
particle size) of the composite cathode. Finally, we compare the
electrochemical performance of the active materials LCO and
NMC811 providing an outlook for future cell chemistries. From
our simulation results, we derive optimization strategies for an
improved composite cathode design. While we focus on the
materials LLZO and LCO, it’s worth noting that the optimization
strategies and protocols can be readily applied to other material
systems as well. While the predictions in this article are based
on computational studies, they provide valuable insights into
potential improvements in the cathode microstructure and offer
a better understanding of the factors limiting cell performance.

Simulation Methodology

Simulation workflow

Our electrochemical simulations are based on a number of
virtual cathode structures with varying cathode active material
fractions, densities, and particle sizes. These structures are
generated with a process-mimetic algorithm in the software
package GeoDict (Math2Market GmbH, Kaiserslautern, Ger-
many). To account for grain boundaries in the solid electrolyte,
the SE phase in the structures is segmented into individual
particles using a watershed algorithm. The electrochemical
model is then solved on a voxel-based computational grid
representing the composite cathode, anode, separator, and
current collectors. Our simulations intrinsically consider the
structural properties of the electrodes, providing insights into
the performance-limiting structural properties and underlying
physical processes.[31–33,38] Therefore, we additionally determine
geometric parameters of the cathode microstructures, including
tortuosity, active area, and connectivity. These values are used
to interpret the electrochemical simulation results and correlate
them with the geometric properties. Figure 1 provides an
overview of the workflow in this study.

Microstructure generation and virtual cell assembly

Structure generation

The microstructures of the composite cathode were generated
by material design using the software GeoDict by the following
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steps.[42] 1) A mixture of grains of CAM and LLZO was piled
(sedimented) in the first step. In Table S1, the shapes, volume
fractions and sizes of the piled particles are summarized. The
target CAM volume fraction was used to scale the total volume
fraction and the target volumetric mean diameter to scale the
dimensions uniformly. A total domain of 250×250×650 voxels
(25 μm×25 μm×65 μm) with a voxel length of 100 nm was
filled with particles parallel to the largest (z) axes. 2) In the next
step, the domain was cropped to 250×250×500 voxels
(25 μm×25 μm×50 μm) while being centered to remove
regions of lower packing density and deviating CAM solid
volume fractions. 3) In order to prevent unrealistic shading
effects from the piling, the particles were distributed for
uniform spacing. 4) The structure was sintered to the desired
density using the Voronoi tessellation algorithm in GeoDict.[43]

5) The final achieved solid volume fraction of the CAM and the
density were checked with the target values and steps 1–4
were repeated with adjusted input values for the solid volume
fraction of the CAM and the density if necessary to ensure
maximum deviations of 0.25%. Hereby, the DFSANE algorithm
(derivative-free spectral approach for solving nonlinear systems
of equations) was employed.[44] An example generation of the
microstructure can be found in Figure S1. Note that throughout
this manuscript, when referring to particle size, we specifically
refer to the mean particle diameter before the geometric
sintering process, which can be interpreted as the mean particle
size of the powder materials.

SE Segmentation

We segment the electrolyte in the virtual microstructures using
a marker-based watershed algorithm[45] to resolve individual
grains. The identified particles are randomly assigned to 8
different material IDs. Interfaces of different IDs represent GBs.
Further increasing the ID number did not yield any noticeable
changes in cell performance. Details about the segmentation
step can be found in the SI.

Simulation domain

Finally, we assemble a virtual cell for 3D simulations consisting
of a planar isotropic anode, electrolyte separator layer,
composite cathode, and current collectors on both electrodes.
To reduce the computational cost of the structure-resolved
simulations, we increase the voxel size of the cathode micro-
structures by a factor of 2. In this study we focus on structural
properties of the composite cathode and, thus, assume a
homogeneous electrolyte pellet as separator without pores and
grain boundaries. A schematic of the simulation domain is
shown in Figure S2.

Electrochemical simulations

Simulation framework

In this study, we use the Battery and Electrochemistry
Simulation Tool BEST for the electrochemical simulations.[46]

BEST is developed in a joint effort between Fraunhofer ITWM
and DLR and has previously been adopted for the investigation
of different ASSBs.[31,32,38,39] The governing equations are given
by a set of coupled partial differential equations for the
electrolyte and active material phase and can be derived from
the conservation equations for mass and charge.[47,48] A
summary of constitutive equations is given in Table S3.

An important aspect of this work is the effect of GBs on cell
performance. GBs are known to contribute significantly to the
electrolyte resistance of polycrystalline LLZO and affect the
charge transport across the electrodes.[18,38] In our simulations
different grains are identified by the material IDs assigned in
the segmentation step (cf. Microstructure generation and virtual
cell assembly). We calculate the current between different
grains using a Butler-Volmer-like approach introduced by
Neumann et al. [Eq. (1)].[38]

iGB ¼ iGB0 exp
D~f

2RT

� �

� exp �
D~f

2RT

� �� �

(1)

The current density depends on the local difference in
electrochemical potential D~f at the interface between two
adjacent grains. The GB resistance is linked to the exchange
current density iGB0 which can be estimated from electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements.[38]

Material parameters

The focus of this work is on the effect of composite cathode
geometry and material properties on cell performance. Parame-
ters of the electrochemical simulations are taken from the
literature and are listed in Table 1.

Figure 1. Overview of the workflow to determine the influence of the
geometrical properties on the electrochemical cell performance of the
composite cathode.
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Solid electrolyte

The solid electrolyte is treated as a single ion conductor with a
transference number of 1.[49,50] This implies that Li-ions move
exclusively due to migration in the electric field and no
concentration gradients form in the electrolyte phase. However,
grain boundaries in the electrolyte limit the effective ionic
conductivity. Neumann et al.[38] parameterized their GB model
by comparing simulated impedance spectra with EIS data.[51]

The reported GB exchange current density of iGB0 =6.91 ·10� 3 A/
cm2 results in a corresponding resistance per GB of approx-
imately RGB=3.7Ωcm2.

Cathode active material parameters

Parameters determining the electrochemical properties of the
CAM are open circuit voltage, Li-ion diffusion coefficient, and
electrical conductivity. These parameters are given as function
of Li-concentration reflecting changes in conductivity and Li-
mobility. In the first part of the manuscript, the parameters
used represent LCO. In the last section, parameters representing
NMC811 are adopted from Refs. [36,52, 53].

SE/CAM interface

The exchange current density i0 at the SE/CAM interface is
determined from EIS data reported in Ref. [54]. The authors
measure a charge transfer resistance RCT of 2600Ωcm2. The
exchange current density i0 can be derived by linearizing the
kinetic expression [Eq. (2)].[36,55]

i0 ¼
RT

zFARCT
(2)

Li-metal

Li-metal is assumed to be in ideal contact with the SE separator.
Parameters are taken from Ref. [38].

Simulation setup

We use periodic boundary conditions at lateral boundaries of
our simulation domain and apply a constant discharge current
density of 1 mA/cm2 in all simulations. This value falls within
the range of reported critical current densities for garnet-type

Table 1. Parameters of the electrochemical simulations. Functional parameters are indicated by * and are given at initial conditions.

Symbol Value Unit Short description Ref.

Li-metal

UAN
0 0 V Open circuit potential –

sAN
Li 1 S/cm Electronic conductivity –

iLi0 2.59×10� 2 A/cm2 Exchange current density [38]
aLi 0.5 – Symmetry factor –

LLZO

cSELi 0.0384 mol/cm3 Concentration of Li-ions [38]
kSELi 7.69×10� 4 S/cm Li-ion bulk conductivity [38]
DSE
Li 5.36×10� 9 cm2/s Li-ion diffusion coefficient [38]

tþLi 1 – Transference number –
iGB0 6.91×10� 3 A/cm2 GB exchange current density [38]
CGB
DL 9.75×10� 9 F/cm2 GB double layer capacity [38]

lsep 25 μm Separator thickness –

LCO

UCAM
0 4.2 V Open circuit potential* [56]

cCAM;0Li 0.027058 mol/cm3 Initial concentration of Li-ions [31]
cCAM;max
Li 0.051555 mol/cm3 Maximum concentration of Li-ions [57]

sCAM
Li 4.47 S/cm Electronic conductivity* [58]

DCAM
Li 8.48×10� 12 cm2/s Li-ion diffusion coefficient* [59]

iCAM00 0.0116 Acm2:5

mol1:5 Exchange current density factor Calc. from [54]
aLi 0.5 – Symmetry factor [31]

Boundaries

iI 1 mA/cm2 Discharge current density –
Ucut 3.4 V Cut-off voltage –
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electrolytes in contact with Li-metal anodes.[60] At lower current
densities, local currents and overpotentials are generally lower,
resulting in reduced sensitivity to microstructural variations. The
simulations are stopped after reaching the lower cut-off voltage
of 3.4 V.

Definition of performance indicators and characteristic
properties

Geometric characteristics

First, structural properties of the composite cathode were
extracted from the microstructures, including the active surface
area, connectivity, and tortuosity.

Solid volume fraction

In order to compare structures with different active material
fractions, we use the solid volume fraction SVFCAM [Eq. (3)].

SV FCAM ¼
VCAM

VCAM þ VSE
(3)

In this context, SVFCAM gives the ratio of active material
volume to the total solid volume and, thus, is independent of
porosity.

Active area

The active area was determined by calculating the number of
neighboring SE and CAM voxel surfaces using a Euclidean
distance transform on the microstructure data.[61]

Connectivity

The connectivity of the SE and CAM phase was calculated from
the number of isolated SE and CAM voxels niso,j and the total
number of voxels of the respective phase ntot,j [Eq. (4)].

Connectivity ¼ 1 �
niso;j
ntot;j (4)

Isolated SE clusters include electrolyte particles that are not
connected to the separator and do not contribute to the ionic
conduction network. Similarly, isolated active material particles
are not connected to the cathode current collector. Before
starting the electrochemical simulations, isolated clusters were
removed from the input structure to improve numerical
stability.

Effective conductivity

The effective partial conductivities and tortuosities of the CAM
and SE phase were calculated by solving the Poisson equation.
For an applied voltage difference of U=1 V at the boundaries
of the composite cathode structure, the resulting current
density j was determined separately for the SE or CAM network,
respectively. This enables the evaluation of the effective partial
ionic and electric conductivity [Eq. (5)].

seff;i ¼ l �
j
U
, (5)

where l is the thickness of the sample in direction of the applied
voltage difference. The tortuosity ti is calculated from the bulk
conductivity si and volume fraction ei of the respective material
[Eq. (6)].[62]

ti ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
si

seff;i

r

� ei (6)

Electrochemical characteristics

The most important electrochemical properties in our study are
the capacity and specific energy of the electrode and cell,
respectively.

Capacity

Based on the simulated discharge curves we evaluate the
gravimetric capacity of the CAM at the lower cutoff voltage of
3.4 V according to Eq. (7):

Cgrav ¼
C3:4V

VCAM � 1CAM
, (7)

where VCAM and 1CAM are the volume and density of CAM,
respectively. C3.4V is the capacity in mAh at 3.4 V. In order to
provide comparable data, Cgrav can be normalised with the
theoretical capacity Ctheo

grav;Ca of the cathode structure [Eq. (8)].

Ctheo
grav;Ca ¼

cCAM;max
Li � cCAM;0Li

� �
F

1CAM
(8)

The normalized capacity Cnorm=Cgrav/C
theo
grav;Ca can be inter-

preted as the average utilization of the CAM in the electrode.

Specific energy

Specific energy Egrav of the cell is calculated per mass of anode,
separator and cathode [Eq. (9)].
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Egrav ¼

R tend
t0

i � Udt
mAn þmSep þmCa

(9)

The mass of the separator and cathode is determined based
on the microstructure used as input for the simulation. We
assume an ideal balancing of negative and positive electrode
(n/p=1) and neglect the weight of current collectors and cell
housing. The corresponding anode mass is then given by
Eq. (10).

mAn ¼
Ctheo
grav;Ca �mCAM

Ctheo
grav;Li

(10)

The material parameters used for the calculation of
gravimetric capacity and energy density are listed in Table S4.

Results and Discussion

In this section, we analyze the relevant parameters determining
composite cathode performance. Processes in the electrode are
coupled and several requirements must be met to maximize
cathode utilization.[17] An important aspect is the optimization
of the composite cathode microstructure depending on the
properties of solid-solid-interfaces and bulk transport parame-
ters. The aim of this study is to identify the relevant properties
for an advantageous cathode design by considering the CAM
fraction, density, and particle sizes in a LCO/LLZO composite
cathode. As illustrated in Figure 1, we calculate geometrical
characteristics from the unsegmented cathode structures, while
additionally taking into account GBs in the electrochemical
simulations. Finally, we extend our study to the state-of-the-art
CAM NMC811, investigating the impact of CAM properties on
optimal electrode design and providing an outlook for future
cathode chemistries in ASSBs. When mentioning NMC in this
manuscript, we specifically refer to NMC811 as the CAM
investigated in our study.

Influence of the CAM fraction

Structural analysis

The microstructure and properties of the SE and CAM phase
determine the performance of the cathode. Relevant parame-
ters are the composition, connectivity and tortuosity of each
phase. These are strongly influenced by the CAM fraction, that
determines the ionic and electronic 3D transport network.[63]

Figure 2 shows the connectivity and tortuosity of 3D trans-
port networks as function of CAM fraction. Red and blue
triangles give the connectivity of the CAM and electrolyte,
respectively, while the inverse of tortuosity for both phases is
shown using dashed lines.

At small LCO fractions, the connectivity of the CAM phase
decreases. An increasing number of CAM particles are not
connected to the current collector and, thus, are electrochemi-

cally inactive. However, above SVFLCO=33.3%, considered as
lower limit in this study, the effect is not pronounced. For even
smaller CAM fractions, a significant decrease in connectivity
and, hence, capacity is expected. Both smaller connectivity and
reduced CAM content contribute to a higher tortuosity in the
CAM phase and reduced effective electronic conductivity.

On the other hand, high LCO fractions lead to an increase in
tortuosity and a decrease in connectivity of the SE phase. Above
SVFLCO=70%, there is no longer a percolating network for ion
transport and the amount of SE particles connected to the
separator reduces to less than 20%. This will cause a significant
drop in electrode capacity as only CAM particles close to the
separator can be lithiated. CAM particles that are not connected
to the separator are not accessible to Li-ions, rendering them
electrochemically inactive. At the same time, the tortuosity of
the electrolyte network increases at high CAM fractions,
reducing the effective ionic conductivity which has a negative
impact on cell impedance and CAM utilization.

Figure 3 shows the effect of the CAM fraction on the
calculated, normalized partial conductivities of the composite
cathode. Red dots represent the results of the effective
conductivity simulations. Decreasing SE fractions lead to a
reduction of the effective ionic conductivity due to the higher
tortuosity and lower connectivity discussed above. Similarly,
lower CAM fractions result in smaller effective electronic
conductivities. Finally, we can identify limiting SE and CAM
fractions, below which the effective conductivity drops to 0 due
to a loss of percolation in the respective phase. Our calculations
indicate that the limiting material fraction is around 20 vol.%
for both the SE and CAM.

Figure 3 includes the experimental data from Minnmann
et al. (blue squares) measured on NMC622/Li6PS5Cl composite
cathodes.[22] The simulations are in qualitative agreement with
the experiments. However, the simulated conductivities are
slightly higher for both ion and electron transport. Nonetheless,
the limiting volume fractions relevant for cell design are in the
same range indicating that structural limitations are reprodu-

Figure 2. Influence of the solid volume fraction of LCO on connectivity and
tortuosity of the electrolyte network. Note that the inverse of tortuosity is
shown. The density after sintering and mean initial particle diameters are
constant at 1S=93.1%, dCAM=2.00 μm and and dSE=1.41 μm. The discharge
simulations were conducted at a current density of 1 mA/cm2. The inset
shows the SE phase for SVFLCO=33.3% and SVFLCO=80.0%.
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cible in our virtual structures. Other relevant properties
affecting the conductivity are the electrode density, particle
morphology, and contact resistance between particles, which
deviate between data sets. Note that the simulations in this
paragraph neglect GB effects and the effective ionic conductiv-
ity is mainly determined by the tortuosity of the electrolyte
network. The good agreement between the simulations and the
experimental data by Minnmann et al.[22] indicates a small GB
resistance in Li6PS5Cl electrolyte. The effect of GBs in LLZO
electrolyte is discussed in subsequent paragraphs. Systematic
conductivity measurements on LLZO based composite electro-
des are lacking in the literature and additional data is needed
for quantitative validation of model predictions.

It’s worth noting that while the effective electrical con-
ductivity in the CAM phase decreases at low CAM fractions, the
bulk conductivity of LCO is higher than the ionic conductivity in
LLZO.[58,59] In fact, Figure S4 highlights that the effective
electronic conductivity at low SOCs is orders of magnitude
higher than the effective ionic conductivity. Therefore, kinetic
limitations are mainly due to ion conduction.

Electrochemical analysis

In the previous section we focused on the connectivity and
tortuosity of the SE and CAM phase neglecting the influence of

particle contact. However, grain boundaries typically decrease
the effective ionic conductivity in the SE. The GB resistance
depends on the processing where densification and sintering
have a significant impact on the resulting effective
conductivity.[17,64]

Figure 4a illustrates the impact of GB resistance on the
effective ionic conductivity and normalized capacity at different
CAM fractions. We simulate four different cases with increasing
GB resistance. In addition to assuming perfect contact between
SE particles (Case: w/o GBs) and the high GB resistance reported
in Ref. [38] (Case: RGB,3), we also assume two intermediate cases.
The GB exchange current densities (7 · 10� 1 A/cm2, 7 ·10� 2 A/cm2,
7 · 10� 3 A/cm2) correspond to local GB resistances of RGB,1=

3.6 ·10� 2, RGB,2=3.6 · 10� 1 and RGB,3=3.6Ωcm2, respectively.
As GB resistance increases, the simulated effective ionic

conductivity of the virtual structures drops accordingly. For the
highest GB resistance RGB,3, the effective conductivity is approx-
imately two orders of magnitude smaller than in the simulation
case with perfect inter-particle contact. The red to orange lines
in Figure 4a show the corresponding normalized capacities. In
case of negligible GB resistance, the maximum normalized
capacity is close to 0.9 indicating good utilization of the CAM.
The capacity reaches a maximum for a solid volume fraction of
LCO around 40% and decreases at high and low CAM fractions.
This is a result of the loss of connectivity and increasing
tortuosity at extreme compositions discussed above. At
SVFLCO=80% the normalized capacity drops to almost zero due
to the loss of a percolating network since only particles close to

Figure 3. Influence of the cathode composition on the partial effective
conductivities of the composite cathode and comparison to the experimen-
tal data from Minnmann et al.[22] Effective conductivity is normalized with
bulk conductivity of SE and CAM, respectively. The density after sintering
and mean initial particle diameters are constant at 1S=93.1%,
dCAM=2.00 μm and dSE=1.41 μm. (a) Effective ionic conductivity. (b) Effective
electronic conductivity.

Figure 4. Influence of the grain boundary resistance on the (a) effective ionic
conductivity and normalized capacity and (b) energy density.
RGB,1=3.6 · 10� 2 Ωcm2, RGB,2=3.6 · 10� 1 Ωcm2, RGB,3=3.6Ωcm2. The density
after sintering and mean initial particle diameters were constant at
1S=93.1%, dCAM=2.00 μm and dSE=1.41 μm. The discharge simulations
were conducted at a current density of 1 mA/cm2.
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the separator can be lithiated. Note that despite the increasing
tortuosity of the SE towards higher CAM contents the effect on
normalized capacity is not pronounced. This indicates that the
ionic conductivity of LLZO for small GB contributions is
sufficient for operation at moderate current densities.

Increasing GB resistance has a significant effect on the
normalized capacity. Generally, the capacity decreases with
increasing GB resistance and CAM content as a result of a
reduced effective ionic conductivity. At the same time, the
maximum capacity shifts towards structures with lower LCO
fractions. Electrodes with lower tortuosity are needed to
compensate the effect of increasing GB resistance. Interestingly,
for the GB resistance reported in Ref. [38] the virtual structure
with SVFLCO=30% performs best in terms of normalized
capacity. This result demonstrates that electrode design and
process development determining material and interface prop-
erties cannot be done independently.

Figure 5a visualizes the effect of GB resistance on CAM
utilization in an electrode with SVFLCO=50%. The results of
discharge simulations were used to calculate histograms of Li
stoichiometry in each CAM voxel. Additionally, the inset shows
the average CAM utilization across the cathode, which was
determined by calculating the normalized capacity for every
slice of the cathode geometry. While the average CAM
utilization provides insights into the limitations of ionic trans-
port at the electrode level, the histogram provides additional
information, such as limiting diffusion in CAM particles at the
particle level.

In the case of negligible GB resistance (w/o GBs), the CAM
shows a high Li content and a uniform utilization. In the
histogram the majority of CAM voxels has a Li content between
0.9 an 0.98. Voxels close to the separator are almost completely
lithiated. On the other hand, voxels in the center of the particles
are closer to a Li content of 0.9 due to slow diffusion in the
CAM. It’s important to note that in the histogram, the blue and
red bars describing the w/o GBs and RGB,1 cases overlap
significantly due to the small influence of RGB,1 on cell perform-
ance. In the RGB,2 case, the increasing GB resistance results in a

decrease in ionic conductivity in the SE phase. This leads to a
reduction in CAM utilization across the length of the cathode.
The higher ionic resistance of the SE phase results in a steeper
gradient in CAM utilization and higher average utilization of
particles closer to the separator, compared to the RGB,1 case.
However, CAM utilization closer to the current collector is
significantly reduced. As a result, in the histogram, more voxels
show a lower Li-content. In the RGB,3 case, the histogram shows
a large portion of voxels close to the initial Li concentration at
the end of the discharge simulation. In the spatial distribution
across the electrode thickness we can observe that the
utilization of the CAM decreases significantly from separator to
current collector. A large portion of the CAM close to the
current collector is effectively not lithiated and does not
contribute to the cell capacity.

This is also shown in the 3D images in Figure 5b that
illustrate the lithium distribution in the CAM at the cut-off
voltage. Due to the low effective ionic conductivity in the RGB,3
case, Li-ions are not able to lithiate CAM particles away from
the separator. This effectively reduces the active thickness of
the electrode resulting in higher local reaction currents at the
CAM-SE interfaces in the region adjacent to the separator. The
slow Li diffusion in the CAM leads to Li accumulation on CAM
particle surfaces causing a rapid drop in cell voltage at a higher
current (cf. Figure S5). This highlights the importance of fast ion
transport for cathode designs targeting high energy density.[31]

The trade-off between high CAM content and CAM
utilization is a key consideration in composite cathode design.
Figure 4b shows the specific energy as function of CAM fraction
in the composite. Generally, high CAM contents are necessary
to achieve high specific energy. However, at the same time,
transport limitations in the SE reduce the utilization of the CAM.
With increasing GB resistance the effective ionic conductivity
decreases, causing reduced CAM utilization and energy density.
Consequently, the optimal LCO:LLZO ratio shifts towards lower
values, indicating that a reduced tortuosity in the SE is
necessary to counteract the high GB resistance. These correla-

Figure 5. Influence of the GB resistance on the CAM utilization for a structure with LCO solid volume fraction of 50%, a density after sintering of 93.1% and
mean initial particle diameters of dCAM=2.00 μm and dSE=1.41 μm. RGB,1=3.6 ·10� 2 Ωcm2, RGB,2=3.6 · 10� 1 Ωcm2, RGB,3=3.6Ωcm2. (a) Li content of the CAM
voxels after the discharge at 1 mA/cm2. The inset shows the mean normalized capacity across the cathode length. (b) The Li content of the CAM in the 3D-
structure after the discharge at 1 mA/cm2.
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tions are also shown in Figure S6, which presents our simulation
results in terms of total area specific capacity.

With regard to the influence of the CAM fraction on the
electrochemical performance, we conclude that:
* The electrochemical performance at high CAM fractions is
limited by the effective ionic conductivity and isolated
electrolyte clusters.

* To achieve high CAM utilization at high CAM fractions, the
GB resistance must not significantly exceed values measured
in dense pellets.

* Simulations allow to derive an optimal electrode composition
and thickness depending on transport properties and
operation conditions.

Influence of the density after sintering

The sinter density of the composite cathode describes the
residual porosity in the structure after manufacturing. In
contrast to a conventional Li-ion battery with liquid electrolyte,
pores cannot be completely filled by the solid electrolyte in an
ASSB. While the presence of void space reduces the energy
density, pores also contributes to increased tortuosity by
blocking transport pathways. Additionally, low densities can
result in a higher fraction of completely isolated particles that
are electrochemically inactive and do not contribute to cell
capacity. Small voids at the interface between SE and CAM
particles reduce the active surface area and cause constriction
effects.[65] Furthermore, residual pores in the electrolyte can
impair its mechanical integrity.[66] The density after sintering is
limited by the manufacturing process, which must be optimized
to achieve high densification at reduced sintering
temperatures.[67] Our simulation study aims to identify optimiza-
tion potentials for cell manufacturing. However, it should be
noted that pore formation and contact loss between individual
particles can also result from mechanical degradation due to
volume changes of the CAM during operation.[17] While our
current model does not incorporate mechanics, our simulation
results provide valuable insights into the impact of increasing
porosity in the overall microstructure on cell performance.
However, specific changes in the microstructure, such as pore
formation during cycling, are beyond the scope of our current
model.

Structural analysis

Figure 6 shows the impact of the density after sintering on the
connectivity of the SE and CAM phase for three different
cathode compositions (SVFLCO=33.3, 50.0 and 69.4%). For all
structures, an increase in porosity leads to a higher number of
electrochemically inactive particles. For low CAM fractions
(SVFLCO=33.3%), this primarily affects the CAM phase, while
cathodes with high CAM fractions (SVFLCO=69.4%) show low
connectivity in the SE phase at reduced sinter densities. As
porosity increases, both ionic and electrical transport pathways
collapse, leading to a decline in connectivity. A higher number

of inactive CAM particles decreases the cell capacity. Addition-
ally, reduced connectivity in the SE phase impedes ionic
transport, resulting in a poor rate capability. Figure 6c gives a
visual impression of the number of isolated SE clusters shown
in red color. The separator is to the left and the current collector
to the right of each microstructure image. The share of
unconnected clusters increases with increasing distance from
the separator. Thus, CAM particles close to the current collector
are more likely to show reduced utilization at low densities and
high CAM fractions.

Figure 7 shows the influence of the density after sintering
on the tortuosity in the SE phase as well as the active area
between SE and CAM. A lower density results in a higher
number of isolated SE clusters and inter-particle pores, which
leads to an increase in tortuosity. Generally, we observe an
exponential increase of tortuosity with decreasing density in

Figure 6. Influence of the density after sintering on the connectivity in the
(a) SE phase and (b) CAM phase for SVFLCO=33.3, 50.0 and 69.4%. (c) The
influence of the density after sintering on the connectivity in the SE phase
for the 3D composite cathode structure with SVFLCO=69.4%. The mean
initial particle diameters were constant at dCAM=2.00 μm and dSE=1.41 μm.

Figure 7. Influence of the density after sintering on the tortuosity in the SE
phase and the active interface area between SE and CAM for SVFLCO=33.3,
50.0 and 69.4%. Isolated material clusters were removed from the structures
before computing the active area. The mean initial particle diameters were
constant at 1S=93.1%, dCAM=2.00 μm and dSE=1.41 μm.
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the sintered state. This effect is especially prominent for
structures with a high LCO fraction (SVFLCO=69.4%). Even at
the maximum density (93.1%) the configuration with high CAM
fraction shows higher tortuosity than compositions with
elevated LLZO content and low sinter density. As the void
fraction increases, the ionic pathways are further compromised
until, eventually, the percolating network for ion transport
breaks down.

Besides, the additional voids at the SE/CAM interface lead to
a decrease in active area. This results in an inhomogeneous
distribution of local currents, higher overpotentials and,
ultimately, a decrease in capacity. The structure with SVFLCO=

50% shows the highest active area since a similar share of SE
particles is in direct contact with the CAM. We observe almost
linear dependence of the surface area on density after sintering.
Moreover, the effect of cathode composition on active area is
minor compared to the significant effect on tortuosity observed
at low densities.

Electrochemical analysis

Finally, Figure 8 illustrates the impact of density after sintering
on the electrochemical characteristics for different LCO frac-
tions. We investigate two scenarios, one with negligible grain
boundary resistance (w/o GBs) and another with high grain
boundary resistance (w/ GBs) as per Ref. [38].

Figure 8a shows the normalized electrode capacity. Gener-
ally, low densities reduce the electrode capacity due to isolated
clusters, higher tortuosity, and smaller active areas. For the
scenario with negligible GB resistance, the structure with
SVFLCO=50% provides the highest capacity for all densities. This
indicates that the optimal cathode composition does not
significantly depend on density after sintering. The high GB
resistance scenario leads to a significant reduction in capacity
for all structures. In that case, maximum normalized capacities
are reached for small CAM fractions (SVFLCO=33.3%) that
provide reduced tortuosity in the SE phase. In electrodes with
high CAM content even a moderate increase in porosity is not
tolerable resulting in almost negligible capacity.

Figure 8. (a) Influence of the density after sintering on the simulated gravimetric capacity for different CAM fractions and the simulation cases with neglible
GB resistance (w/o GBs) and high GB resistance (w/ GBs) of RGB,3=3.6 Ωcm2. (b) Mean CAM utilization over the cathode length for different densities after
sintering and the simulation case w/o GBs. (c) Influence of the density after sintering on the simulated energy density for different CAM fractions for the
simulation cases w/o GBs and w/ GBs. The mean initial particle diameters were constant at dCAM=2.00 μm and dSE=1.41 μm. The discharge simulations were
conducted at 1 mA/cm2.
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Figure 8b shows the influence of the cathode density on
the mean utilization along the cathode length for the
simulation case with negligible GB resistance. For SVFLCO=

33.3%, the CAM is lithiated uniformly even at the lowest
assumed cathode density. However, at SVFLCO=69.4%, particles
further away from the separator show a reduced utilization. As
density decreases, the drop in capacity along the cathode
length becomes more pronounced. This result emphasizes that
insufficient effective ionic conductivity impedes higher utiliza-
tion of the CAM.

As shown in Figure 8c, the cathode density has a significant
impact on energy density. At low grain boundary resistance,
energy density is maximum for SVFLCO=69.4% at densities
above 90%. However, at 80% density, cathodes with SVFLCO=

50% already outperform those with SVFLCO=69.4%. This high-
lights the importance of high density after sintering in
achieving high energy density cathodes. At high grain boun-
dary resistance, the maximum energy density is observed for
the structure with SVFLCO=33.3% across all densities, owing to
the reduced tortuosity in the SE phase.

In summary, low cathode densities negatively impact cell
performance by decreasing connectivity, reducing the active
area, and increasing tortuosity. These factors decrease the
effective ionic conductivity, which is particularly detrimental for
electrodes with high CAM fraction.

Influence of the SE and CAM particle size

Both the particle or grain size of the CAM and SE are
determined by the pretreatment and sintering during manufac-
turing. Suitable milling parameters and thus, particle sizes, are
crucial for optimization of the composite cathode micro-
structure and performance.[22,29] The final particle morphology
forms during the high-temperature sintering process, which
induces grain growth and densification.[68,69] This is mimicked by
a geometrical sintering in our structure generation algorithm
that increases the size of individual particles. In our description
of simulation results we refer to the mean particle diameter
before sintering, which can be interpreted as the particle size of
the starting powders. The segmentation of the SE phase after
the geometrical sintering, which is the basis for the grain
boundary model, gives slightly different values. Particle sizes
resulting from the segmentation step and the corresponding
particle size distributions are provided in Table S2 and Fig-
ure S3, respectively.

Structural analysis

Figure 9 shows the influence of the SE and CAM particle size on
the calculated active area and geometrical tortuosity at
SVFLCO=50%. A maximum contact area between SE and CAM
can be achieved for the combination of small SE and CAM
particle diameters (Figure 9a). However, at constant SE particle
size, small CAM particles cause tortuous pathways in the SE due
to the higher number of particles and thus, obstacles.[23] Low

tortuosities are realized (Figure 9b) by small SE particles and
moderate or large CAM particle size.

In this respect the particle size ratio λ=dCAM/dSE is an
important parameter, which has a significant impact on the
geometrical properties of the composite cathode. To achieve
short ionic pathways and good connectivity, SE particles must
be smaller than CAM particles.[24,35] As λ increases, channels
form between larger CAM particles that can be occupied by
smaller SE particles. However, large CAM particles result in long
diffusion pathways in the active material. Additionally, small SE
particles increase the GB resistance. Both effects have a
negative impact on electrode performance requiring careful
balancing in electrode design.[21]

Electrochemical analysis

The size of particles and grains in the composite cathode plays
a crucial role in determining the electrochemical performance
of the cell. In addition to the tortuosity and active area it also
influences the number of grain boundaries. A balance between
these factors is essential to maximize the utilization of the CAM.
Figure 10 illustrates the effect of the SE and CAM particle size
on normalized capacity. It is important to note that the optimal
particle size also depends on the grain boundary resistance in

Figure 9. Influence of the particle size of LCO and LLZO on the geometric
properties of the cathode structure: (a) Active area between LCO and LLZO.
(b) Tortuosity in the SE phase. Solid volume fraction and density after
sintering were constant at SVFLCO=50% and 1S=93.1%. Arrows indicate the
optimal particle diameter for achieving maximum active area and tortuosity,
respectively.
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the electrolyte. In our study we consider the cases RGB,1–RGB,3,
spanning over two orders of magnitude.

In case of a small GB resistance, structures with both small
CAM and SE particles provide the best electrochemical perform-
ance. These structures have a high active area, allowing for
efficient charge transfer at the SE/CAM interface. Additionally,
the short diffusion length in the CAM enables high utilization of
the CAM particles. The increased tortuosity resulting from small
CAM particles does not significantly impact cell performance
since ion transport is not limiting electrode performance in this
case.

However, as grain boundary resistance increases, the
effective ionic conductivity in the SE decreases. As a result,
configurations with lower tortuosity are favorable. In the RGB,2
case maximum capacities are achieved with small SE particles
and moderate CAM diameters (dSE=0.8 μm and dCAM=2.0 μm).
While even smaller tortuosities can be obtained with larger
CAM particles (dSE=1.4 μm and dCAM=8.0 μm), the longer
diffusion length in the CAM has a negative impact on the
utilization of the active material.

In the RGB,3 case, the low effective ionic conductivity in the
SE results in very low capacities. Structures with small SE
particles have high active areas and low tortuosities, but the
high number of SE particles increases the number of grain
boundaries. For that reason, the structure with larger LLZO
particles (dSE=3.5 μm and dCAM=2.0 μm) performs slightly
better than the other configurations. Interestingly, high capaci-
ties can still be achieved at moderate GB resistance. However,
in the RGB,3 case the cell performance decreases significantly
regardless of particle configuration and electrode composition.
This indicates an upper limit of a tolerable GB resistance
between RGB,2 and RGB,3 which is a strict requirement to be met
in process development.

The trends and conclusions regarding the effect of particle
size on electrochemical performance, as discussed for SVFLCO=

50%, should hold true for other cathode compositions as well.
However, we anticipate that the optimization of effective ionic
conductivity via particle size, achieved through both low
tortuosity and GB resistance in the SE phase, becomes more

significant at higher CAM volume fractions where ionic trans-
port limitations are dominant.

To summarize, the choice of SE and CAM particle size
influences a number of competing processes:
* Improved charge transfer kinetics and high active area is
achieved with a combination of small SE and CAM particles.

* Smaller CAM particles provide short diffusion pathways,
which are crucial for high CAM utilization.

* Low tortuosities are obtained at large particle size ratios λ.
* The effective ionic conductivity can be improved by increas-
ing the SE particle size and thus reducing the number of GBs.
The optimal particle size and particle size ratio depends on

the composition of the composite cathode and GB resistance.
The design study given above provides guidelines for electrode
design. However, for quantitative optimization material param-
eters, processing and operation conditions also have to be
taken into account. Please note that, in addition to the mean
particle size, the particle size distribution (PSD) influences the
aforementioned effects and, consequently, impacts cell per-
formance.

Influence of CAM properties

In order to increase the energy density, intensive research is
focusing on the development of composite cathodes with novel
CAMs that possess superior gravimetric capacity. State-of-the-
art in Li-ion batteries are Ni-rich materials such as LiNixCoyAlzO2

(NCA) and LiNixMnyCozO2 (NMC).
[70] In this section we investigate

the effect of CAM material parameters on electrode design.

NMC material properties

Replacing LCO with NMC is considered as a promising step
towards high-capacity cathodes in garnet-based ASSBs.[15,17]

However, the material properties of NMC also affect the optimal
cell design. In this section we compare the active materials
NMC811 and LCO.

Figure 10. Influence of the grain boundary resistance on the gravimetric capacity for different LCO and LLZO particle sizes. RGB,1=3.6 ·10� 2 Ωcm2,
RGB,2=3.6 · 10� 1 Ωcm2, RGB,3=3.6Ωcm2. For each simulation case the three highest capacities are highlighted with red circles. Solid volume fraction and
density after sintering were constant at SVFLCO=50% and 1S=93.1%. The discharge simulations were conducted at 1 mA/cm2.
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The relevant properties of the CAM in our model are the
open circuit voltage UCAM

0 , specific capacity (cCAM;max
Li ), chemical Li

diffusion coefficient DCAM
Li , electric conductivity sCAM

Li , and the
exchange current density iCAM0 for intercalation kinetics given by
charge transfer resistance. Material parameters and sources are
summarized in Table 2. All other simulation parameters are the
same as in the previous sections. Note that iNMC0 is also the same
as in the previous simulations with LCO. Generally, NMC
exhibits low interfacial stability with LLZO, making it challeng-
ing to measure the charge transfer resistance of pristine
interfaces experimentally.[15]

Two key parameters relevant for operation, especially at
elevated rates, are the chemical diffusion coefficient and
electrical conductivity. A comparison of the concentration
dependent Li-ion diffusion coefficient[53] and electrical
conductivity[52] of LCO and NMC can be found in Figure S7.
Ruess et al. have shown that the effective chemical diffusion
coefficient of NMC in an ASSB is orders of magnitude lower in
comparison to a Li-ion battery with liquid electrolyte.[53] Fast
effective Li transport in liquid electrolytes originates from
microcracks in the particles which are invaded by electrolyte. A
process which is impossible in combination with solid electro-
lytes. Additionally, NMC has a low electrical conductivity,
especially at high lithiation states. Both parameters adversely
affect battery performance, counteracting the effect of higher
specific capacity.

Electrochemical analysis

Figure 11a compares the simulation results of LCO and NMC in
terms of normalized and gravimetric capacity of the CAM. The
active material fraction was varied between SVFCAM=33.3% and
SVFCAM=80% assuming negligible grain boundary resistance.
For all generated structures, the simulations with LCO show a
better CAM utilization due to the superior Li diffusivity and
electrical conductivity of the CAM. The corresponding measure
is the normalized capacity. However, despite the low chemical
diffusion coefficient and poor electrical conductivity (see Fig-
ure S7c) the more relevant gravimetric capacity is still higher for
NMC cathodes. These results indicate that research on LLZO-
based cell designs should aim at integrating NMC811 as active
material.[15]

Finally, we analyze the effect of particle size on the
performance of the NMC composite cathode. Figure 11b
illustrates how particle size influences cell performance in NMC
composite cathodes including the effect of GBs. For our
simulations studies we select the GB cases with resistance RGB,1
and RGB,2. As shown previously, in the case of RGB,3, the effective
ionic conductivities are insufficiently small to achieve capacities
that are practically relevant. For the case with moderate GB
resistance RGB,1, maximum capacities are attained at both small
LLZO and NMC particle size. Similarly to the simulations with
LCO (cf. Figure 10), the optimum configuration for the RGB,2 case
shifts towards structures with both a high active area and a

Table 2. CAM parameter set for the electrochemical simulations with NMC. Functional parameters are indicated by * and given at initial conditions.

Symbol Value Unit Ref.

NMC UNMC
0 * 4.2 V [36]

cNMC;0Li 0.01131 mol
cm3 Calc.

cNMC;max
Li 0.04903 mol

cm3 Calc.

sNMC
Li * 8.83×10� 3 S

cm [52]

DNMC
Li * 8.71×10� 13 cm2

s [53]

iNMC00 0.0116 Acm2:5

mol1:5 Calc. from [54]

Figure 11. (a) Influence of the CAM parameters on the normalized and gravimetric capacity. The density after sintering and mean initial particle diameters
were constant at 1S=93.1%, dCAM=2.00 μm and dSE=1.41 μm. The discharge simulations were conducted at 1 mA/cm2. (b) Influence of the grain boundary
resistance on the gravimetric capacity for different NMC and LLZO particle sizes. RGB,1=3.6 · 10� 2 Ωcm2, RGB,2=3.6 · 10� 1 Ωcm2. For each simulation case the
three highest capacities are highlighted with red circles. The solid volume fraction and density after sintering were constant at SVFNMC=50% and 1S=93.1%.
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small tortuosity, as ionic transport becomes a limiting factor.
Thus, trends and resulting design guidelines for the choice of
particle sizes are similar as for LCO electrodes. However,
compared to the simulations with LCO, normalized capacities
are significantly lower, especially for the RGB,2 case. The
maximum normalized capacity is around 65% which corre-
sponds to a specific capacity of around 133 mAh/g. Note that
the capacity gain in comparison to the values of LCO (106 mAh/
g) for the same electrolyte parameters is significantly lower
than in case of negligible GB resistance, where capacities are at
172 mAh/g and 116 mAh/g for NMC811 and LCO, respectively
(cf. Figure 11a). This result highlights that optimizing SE
conductivity and particle size is crucial to achieve good
utilization of NMC with lower Li chemical diffusion coefficient.

To further improve the utilization of NMC in composite
cathodes, strategies such as reducing the CAM and SE particle
size, using single-crystal NMC, and adding conducting additives
can be employed.[17,71] These measures can counteract the low
effective chemical diffusion coefficient of Li and improve the
electrical percolation and conductivity of the composite cath-
ode.

Conclusions and Outlook

The composite cathode plays a crucial role in determining the
power and energy density of an all-solid-state battery. To
improve the cell performance, the microstructure of the
cathode must be optimized. In this article, we aim to identify
guidelines for optimization by means of structure-resolved
electrochemical simulations. Our model takes into account Li
transport in the battery based on the conservation equations
for mass and charge. A specific feature of our simulations is the
modeling of transport resistances at grain boundaries in the
solid electrolyte. By using input geometries that feature realistic
morphologies of the solid electrolyte and active material, we
can relate the electrochemical performance to the micro-
structural properties of the cathode. This allows us to study key
design variables such as the active material fraction, density
after sintering, and particle size.

To validate the results of our computational studies, it is
important to perform corresponding experiments. As an initial
step, impedance measurements for LCO/LLZO composite cath-
odes could be conducted to determine the ionic and electronic
partial conductivities, similar to the approach used for thiophos-
phate electrolyte in a previous study.[22] Furthermore, more
emphasis should be placed on conducting such measurements
for different particle sizes and densities given their significant
effects on charge transfer.

Our simulation results show that maximum capacities are
achieved at moderate active material fractions in composite
cathodes. Low active material fractions result in low effective
electrical conductivity and reduced capacities, while high active
material fractions lead to low effective ionic conductivity due to
isolated clusters and tortuous pathways in the SE phase. To
mitigate this, the composite cathode can be designed with a
concentration-gradient approach, wherein the SE fraction is

increased adjacent to the separator, and the CAM fraction is
increased adjacent to the current collector. This design strategy
potentially enables enhanced CAM utilization and improved
energy density.[72,73] Additionally, low capacities can be attrib-
uted to high grain boundary resistances and small densities
after sintering. To improve this, researchers should aim to
reduce grain boundary resistance by adjusting manufacturing
parameters and increase densities through new manufacturing
techniques such as FAST/SPS.[67] The optimum particle size for
maximum capacities is dependent on factors such as cathode
composition, material parameters, and grain boundary resist-
ance. Therefore, careful consideration should be given to
particle size optimization for specific manufacturing routes. The
use of NMC in solid-state-batteries has the potential to increase
energy density, but also presents challenges in terms of ionic
and electrical transport. Our simulations showed that LCO has
superior Li mobility and electrical conductivity, leading to
higher CAM utilization. However, NMC generally provides high-
er energy density due to ist larger gravimetric capacity. Due to
lower NMC chemical diffusion coefficients NMC cathodes are
more sensitive to low ionic conductivities which effectively
increase local currents. To improve utilization of NMC, the
composite cathode must be optimized by reducing particle
size, using single-crystal NMC, and adding conducting additives
for improved electrical conductivity. Ultimately, a balance must
be struck between energy and power density through further
optimization of transport properties and electrode designs. In
addition, we believe that coupling electrochemical and me-
chanical models is essential for optimizing the composite
cathode. This approach takes into account mechanical stress
resulting from volume changes of the active material and could
potentially alter optimal cathode designs.[15] Nevertheless, the
simulation studies presented in this work provide guidelines for
the development of ASSBs, as well as optimization strategies
and protocols that can be readily applied to novel material
systems.

Supporting Information

Additional references cited within the Supporting
Information.[74,75]
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